Bozeman has a rich history of brewing beer dating back to the late 1800s; when The Bozeman Brewery was comparable to large domestic beer companies today. The goal of this project is to expand the current brewing establishment in Bozeman and bring back the spirit of the brewing history to the community.

The brewing process is a very careful and skillful art which began as a spiritual process for monks within monasteries. A monastery plan was re-conceived in this project to retain the historic and spiritual qualities of the process.

The project is organized on two axes with the primary axis providing a great hall which contains the fermentation tanks for brewing the beer and a tasting room for patrons. The “fermentation hall” displays the brewing process to patrons while also materializing the spirituality of brewing. The second axis contains the program for the linear brewing process. The process follows along a single corridor which ends with the distributing center for the brewery.